
Resolve your diversified business demands 

with multi cloud, CDN solutions.



About

Since the founding of COCloud, we employ the philosophy of the craftsman-

spirit to take care of customer's needs as our top priority, with a “Expertised”,

“Professional”, “Focused” approach.

We offer enterprise-level cloud services in all aspects, for example, multi cloud

integration, migration, hosting, CDN, DDoS advanced defense, cloud phone,

global SMS, and etc. With our services, you can hand off these tasks to

COCloud and focus all your energy on business development.

We provide 7*24 all-weather technical support to back your business.

COCloud is headquartered in Singapore, and we are establishing a foothold 

in the Taiwan market to provide integrated multi cloud service.



Multi Cloud Service

COCloud provides global leading cloud services such as Alibaba cloud, Kingsoft Cloud, Azure,

Huawei Cloud Tencent Cloud, dedicated to providing solutions for online business and cross-border

connection, aiding our customers to create more values with the cloud service, so as to achieve

business transformation, acceleration and innovation.

We are an experienced solution provider with innovative cloud technology services.

Our Partners



The Advantages of

All Cloud Products 

integrated in one-stop.

Lower pricing than the

original service provider.

Concierge-like on-call services.Flexible payment methods, 

supports NTD/USD/USDT 

and so on.



Services

Enthusiastic Services
Get online 7*24 technical supports, remote

monitor/control and so on starting from

the moment you join our plan, helping you

out with sophisticated IT integration or

operations issues.

Global Coverage

We have established Operations Centers in

China, Singapore, Hong Kong, Taiwan, over

20 Data centers, and multiple European &

American branch offices all around the globe.

Diversified Supports

We offer diversified cloud services. Our

professional engineers would help you

build the tailor-made cloud architecture

for quick system deployment, minimizing

the time and the budget consumed.

Expert Teams
Our team consists of engineers with over 5

years of OPS experience, there are no

complex or unresolvable attacks or IT

issues to the team.

Our top priority

Service First

Customer interests First



Market Positioning

Cost-Effectiveness
COCloud possesses both high-performance configuration and competitive

pricing, COCloud could meet your business needs whether it’s about network

performance or storage space.

Integrated Service

Integrate multiple cloud platforms into one-stop, building up connections

between various cloud platforms for the customer, as well as for opting for

optimal solutions and providing a reliable, ease-of-use cloud integration service.

Global Wide

COCloud offers a one-stop global service that saves you the hassle to

compare/concatenating / maintenance among cloud platform providers, the

saved time and resources can be fully transferred to your business growth!

COCloud invites you to become our business partner and learn what the best we

can do for your IT-wise.

Global 
Wide

Integrated 

Service

Cost-
Effectiveness



DDoS Protection

Botnet Attack

DDoS Protection

• Identify Attacks

• Scrabble Attacks

• Provides Protection in various regions around

the globe, for example: China, Hong Kong, Taiwan,

Singapore, Tokyo, Seoul, Bangkok, Mumbai,

Jakarta, Moscow, Silicon Valley, etc.

Origin 

Server



2020 Global Cloud Service Products Capability Ranking

Rank

2nd.

Rank

3rd.

Cloud Computing

Source: Gartner Forward Business and Intelligence Co., Ltd.

Alibaba Cloud, AWS, GCP, Azure are all                                       Partners!

Cloud Storage Network Services IaaS Basic Capabilities



The most complete solutions to

efficiently migrate to AWS and

see business results faster

Cloud Migration

OTT

Provides Big Data related services

such as data collection, Data

Warehouse, backend visualized

analytics.

Big Data Analytics

Migrate to AWS Web Hosting,

with all services such as CDN,

WordPress, etc. enabled in one

-stop.

Web Hosting

Our Partner

Provides Over-the-top videos

that can be transferred, prepared

and processed quickly and

deploy easily around the globe.



Our Partner

Alibaba Cloud 7th Gen EC is

now available, fully equipped

with TPM chips and increase

instance computing power

by up to 40%.

Elastic Compute Service

The automated operation

that fulfills threat detection,

event alerts and response,

attack tracing.

Cloud Security Center

With the Anti-DDoS premiu

m activated, you can easily

mitigate DDoS attacks rest as

sured.

Anti-DDoS

Supports automatic migration

of cache hotspots with a

response time of less than

several milliseconds.

CDN Acceleration

The Cloud-native relational

database compatible with

various DB engines.

Cloud-Native Polar DB

Accurate malicious web traffic

identification, safekeeping the

security and availability of the

website.

Web Application Firewall

Based on the Alibaba Cloud

NFV 2.0 platform, supports

up to 1million QPS.

Application Load Balancer

The first place in China's cloud

market share, while being a

CDN Node Service provider

as well.

The Best Solution for The Enter

prise's Connection Quality



Huawei offers an infrastructure

that provides mass cloud storage

resources, various video functions,

intelligent processing capabilities,

and vast global networks,

achieving HD television quality.

Media Streaming

Compute resources can

be scaled up or down so

that services meet in-the-

moment requirements.

E-Commerce

Provides backup capabilities

with multiple clouds and cross

clouds features, achieving

fundamental protections such

as multi-cloud backup and

risk diversification.

Huawei Hybrid Cloud

Provides the flexibility, convenience,

and cost-effectiveness you need in

a cloud office solution.

Cloud Office

Our Partner



GCP cloud infrastructure

is safe, efficient, and cost

-effective.

Forward-looking 

Infrastructure

Make good use of the advantages

of big data to help you find

answers faster, create better

products.

Powerful Data & 

Analysis Services

You don’t have to worry about load

capacity, stability or performance

issues when distributing products

online.

No Need To Manage Server Taiwan Data Center

The Google data center was

established in Changbin, Taiwan.

Provide Taiwanese users with

the most intuitive high-speed

connection quality.

Our Partner



Enable a secure, remote

desktop experience from

anywhere.

Virtual Desktop

Managed Instance that always 

keep up-to-date.

Azure SQL

Build, train, and deploy models

from the cloud to the edge.

Machine Learning

Build and scale applications

with managed Kubernetes.

Azure Kubernetes

Our Partner



Services A low-latency, high

image quality, and stable strea

ming platform.

Cloud Streaming

A comprehensive audio/video

solution that integrates media

production, asset managemen

t, video AI in one stop.

Video on Demand

A cloud server with high-speed

computing & graphics processing

capabilities.

GPU Cloud Computing

Makes gaming easier on cloud

with features like pre-initialization,

cloud save, auto update.

Game Streaming

Tencent Cloud StreamLive Released A premium, broadcast-

grade and real-time online streaming media processing

services that deliver a better watch experience while

reducing transfer traffic consumption.

Our Partner



Resolves the congestion of

Internet network effectively.

Content Delivery Network Cloud Advanced Defense

Provides protection against

DDoS attacks along with the

Kingsoft Cloud Advanced

Defense, helping mitigate

DDoS attacks.

Provide stable, safe, efficient,

ease of use, and elastic comp

uting services.

Cloud Elastic Compute

A out-of-the-box, stable

and reliable service for on

line storage.

Kingsoft Cloud Redis

Our Partner



COCloud promises high-standard service quality and pricing advantages

regardless of your business scale. Whether you are a micro, small, medium,

large or mega enterprise, you are always welcomed to contact us freely and

we will be happy to help you out with any inquiries and needs!

Thank you 


